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I.. NEW SOLIDARITY INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICE 

The Nuclear Pearl Harbor Plot: 

Rockefeller Unleashes Terror Wave 
in Europe, North America 

June 6 (NSIPS) - The u.s. Senate Subcommittee on Internal 
Security announced this week that it plans to hold hearings. 
on the Institute for Policy Studies' July 4 Coalition, an 
amalgam of artificially created counterspy networks. The 
Subcommittee's decision was made public by a senior staff 
analyst, Dave Martine, after the u.S. Labor Party called on 
Congress to investigate a National Security Council
Institute for Policy Studies conspiracy to launch a 
nuclear terrorist attack against a major population center 
around July 4 bicentennial celebrations, and blame it on 
. "Soviet" or "Cuban" -backed "radical terrorists." 

Simultane()usly, the Labor Party's mobilization to stop 
nuclear terrorism broke through the blanket of psychological 
warfare scare stories in the press. Yesterday, the Baltimore 
Sun editorially ridiculed "the potential for domestic 
terrorists to seize nuclear power plant wastes, extract 
plutonium from them, and manufacture bombs as a 
"bogeyman." The first major newspaper to match the 
USLP's scientific debunking of such scenarios, the Sun 
queried scientific experts on nuclear technology and con
cluded that the manufacture of nuclear bombs "is beyond the 
capability of any group but a national government or a giant 
corporation. " 

In .addition, the Cincinnati Enquirer carried 12 column 
inches on a press conference by Labor Party Congressional 
candidate Chris Martinson who exposed Rockefeller's In
stitute Iletwork and the "nuclear Pearl Harbor" scenario in 
detail, and warned of the danger of a Presidential 
assassination; a CBS affilliate in Detroitaired a 30 minute 
interview with USLP Congressional candidate Mel Brown on 
the same subject. 

His contingency plans and "Terrorist International" 
networks now exposed and vulnerable, Rockefeller 
responded with his only remaining option: accelerating his 
nuclear "Reichstag fire" conspiracy with new terrorist 
threats, bombings and scare stories. to speed the imposition 
of police state rule in North America and Western Europe. 
Rockefeller's "left" countergangs. run by Marcus Raskin's 
Institute for Policy Studies - the Baader-Meinhof gang. the 
Weather Underground. July 4th Coalition. etc. - were ac
tivated to produce the terror. Rockefeller's "right-wing" 
police machine - including the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police. the American Security Council. the 
American Society for Industrial Security. Interpol. and 
NATO - were given the green light to push for military 
occupation measures. 

Western Europe 
In West Germany. the terrorist Baader-Meinhof gang took 

credit for the bombing this week of two army trucks in 
Wiesbaden and of the u.S. Fifth Army Corps headquarters in 
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Frankfurt. The latter incident resulted in the injury of 14 
people. one of whom is in critical condition. In the wake of the ' 
bombings. the West German press is carrying a letter from 
the "Ulrike Meinhof Revolutionary Cell" calling the bom
bings "part of a world wide armed attack against a system 
that has annihilated millions in its 200 years." The identical 
line is being circulated by Raskin's "bicentennial terrorists" 
in the United States. 

Other recent bombings in Western Europe coordinated 
through the same Raskin-Institute networks included four 
bombings in the French town of Nancy. the bombing of the 
Ministry of Justice in Paris. and a bomb defused minutes 
before its timed explosion in a London subway. . 

While Rockefeller has unelashed his Institute "leftist" 
terrorists. his faction's "right wing" machine has mobilized 
its forces within Law Enforcement Agencies to give 
credibility to the NSC terrorists and to prepare the way for 
actual military fascist rule. 

The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). 
which is controlled by the IBM Corporation. has issued alerts 
to its police affiliates in the U.S. and Europe. In Sweden the 
Nordic Union Chiefs of Police met on an emergency basis. 
and stated that they received information from IACP and 
Interpol that "terrorists are banding together to unleash 
either a bacterial. chemical or nuclear. attack in the near 
future." 

During the weekend of June 5-6. Institute "ex-CIA" agent 
Philip Agee and Barton Osborne. editor of Raskin's Counter 
Spy. will be in nearby Copenhagen to celebrate a "cultural 
festival" organized by Swedish Maoist Jan Myrdal. another 
Institute creation. 

The contrived alerts have been matched by a black 
propaganda campaign against the West European 
population. Massive European Labor Party organizing 
pressure has. at last report. forced the television network in 
the West German state of Hessen to officially reconsider 
showing a feature. "How To Build A Bomb." which 
"demonstrates" how easy it would be for a terrorist to 
construct a nuclear device. Released in the United States 
under the title. "The Plutonium Connection." the film was 
originally made by a physicist working in conjunction with 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for National 

. Educational Television in the U.S. Through its ties to the 
Mitre Corporation. MIT has been exposed as a principal 
center for the development of Institute for Policy Studies and 
NSC terrorist networks. 

In a June 4 article in the West German daily Suddeutsche 
Zeitung. reporter Max Winkler maintained that at yester
day's London meeting of the European nations' Atom Club. it 
was rumored that Third World nations would use nuclear 
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terrorism against Western Europe and the United States in 
revenge for the failure of the Nairobi UN Conference on 
Trade and Development to adopt Third World demands for 
debt moratoria. Winkler cited U.S. Senator James Allen as 
supporting this claim. 

The same line surfaced in the Social Democratic Weekly 
Voerwarts. which quoted· a member of the Federal Police 
Anti-Terrorism Unit in Bonn to the effect that Libya might 
undertake nuclear terrorist actions. On the right, the 
Bayernkurier, the newspaper of fascist Franz Josef Strauss's 
Christian Social Union, accused Qaddafi of financing 
terrorist groups; the weekly Die Welt reported that Libya 
controls sections of the Palestine Liberation Organization; 
and a conservative member of the West German Bundestag 

. claimed in an interview that the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO) was capable of producing an atomic 
bomb. 

North America 
On the North American continent, the CIA's 23 of Sep

tember League was again unleashed in the continuing 
campaign to destabilize and overthrow the government of 
President Lilis Echeverria, a leading spokesman for the 
Third Worjd's fight for a new world economic order. Six 
policemen were killed and 8 others wounded by machine gun 
fire from 23 of September terrorists in a moving car in a 
small town outside Mexico City. Only 24 hours previously 
Echeverria, who had previously denounced the terrorists as 
the youth group of the agent-led Mexican Communist Party, 
reiterated to Mexican workers that "small subversive 
groups who want violence won't succeed." 

Last week, the Liga,kidnapped the daughter of the Belgian 
Ambassador to Mexico. For four days, the terrorists 
threatened to kill the girl if the $800,000 cash ransom 
demands were not met. The government, the press and the 
honest left so strongly denounced the Ligas for the act, that 

" " . 

the agents were forced to release the Ambassador's daughter 
despite the fact that their demands were not met. 

The Liga has named several- well-known police posts as 
their next targets for assassination, creating a panic at
mosphere among the police. Echeverria meanwhile, an
nounced on the day of the kidnapping that his government 
was going to investigate "connections" between "left-wing 
terrorist groups" such as the Liga and their "right-wing" 
controllers. The Mexican President had already denounced 
the PCM as a "fascist and reactionary party" which worked 
with the Monterrey group of NSC linked right-wing in
dustrialists and with Wall Street to help undermine the 
Mexican economy. 

In the United States, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
announced during the Memorial Day weekend a nationwide 
alert at all nuclear facilities after reportedly receiving 
threats from the Weathet" Underground to "capture" or 

"blow up" a nuclear fission plant. The story was aired on 
national broadcasting networks. Feeding the terror, the 
Washington Post lied on June 2 that "plutonium can be easily 
refashioned into weapons ... even small terrorist groups might 
conceivably accomplish it." 

. 

Yesterday WINS radio broadcast hourly a IS-minute 
segment on the "inevitability" of nuclear terrorism , re
running Raskin-allied "investigative journalist" Jack An
derson's story in the June 1 Washington Post on the 
mysterious theft of 200 pounds of plutonium. Citing confessed 
FBI informant and former reporter for the Nashville Ten
nessean, Jacques Srouji, as its authority, WINS outlined a 

bizarre tale of plutonium theft and murder to "prove" that 
"missing plutonium" means fissionable material is now in 
the hands of terrorists. 

Labor Party initiated calls to the station resulted in its 
pulling the story off the air. 

Institute for Policy Studies Runs Japanese Red Army Terrorists 

June 4 (NSIPS) - The notorious Japanese Red Army, to date 
the. most murderous of the National Security Council's in
ternational"blind terrorist" gangs, was planned and created 
and continues to be controlled by Marcus Raskin and his 
Washington and Cambridge-based Institute for Policy 
Studies. Takahashi Takemoto, a public, personal 
collaborat6r of. Raskin's in. the Institute and related net
works, including the Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars 
and the American Deserters Movement, is the originator, 
organizer a'nd ongoing control-agent of the Japanese Red 
Army pro.iect. 

The Japanese Red Army has been synonymous with 
psychopathic butchery ever since May 31, 1972, when a 
handful of its kami-kazified zombies walked into the busy 
Lod Airport in Tel Aviv, Israel and went berserk with sub
machine guns. brutally slaying 26 men. women. and children. 
and killing all but one of their own number before the carn-
age was over. _ 

Takahashi Takemoto. who ordered that atrocity. is an 
agent of the U.S. National Security Council. The connection is 
known to French police who arrested and incarcerated 

several Japanese Red Army zombies in September 1974, one 
of whom possessed a picture of Takahashi and written in
structions for terrorist actions from him. 

It is now also known th.at Takehashi created the Japanese 
Red Army terrorists as a 1968-69 spinoff of his collaboration. 
in the Institute for Policy Studies' American Deserters 
Movement in Europe, through the Institute's Paris,· 
Stockholm. and West German branch offices, involving him 
with Institute trainees and Fellows Bernadine Dohrn 
(Weatherman Central Committee-to-be), Bo Burlingham 
(Weatherman Central Committee-to-be), Andrew Kopkind 
(future top Weatherman propagandist), and such CIA agents 
as Stephen Spender and Michel Vale of the deserter's 
movement espionage and Eastern Europe penetration cir
cuit. the "Schwarze Kapelle," whose European cover was 
blown off by the U.S. Labor·Party in early 1974. 

The loud and clear signals which began to issue from 
National Security Council global press conduits after CIA Lt. 
General Yarborough's April 26-28 Glassboro (N.J.) terrorism 
conference announcements of a "nuclear terrortst" attack on 
a major U.S. or European city within weeks, make full and 
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